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Map Series 1

Policy Areas

Key
A Township A
B Township B
LL1 Landscape Living 1
LL2 Landscape Living 2
LL3 Landscape Living 3
LLB Landscape Living Buffer
RL1 Rural Landscape 1
RL2 Rural Landscape 2
IA1 Intensive Agriculture 1
IA2 Intensive Agriculture 2
R1 Rural 1
R2 Rural 2
RC Rural Conservation
PL Public Land

Localities on this sheet:
- Healesville
- Badger Creek

Scale 1:25,000
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Disclaimer: These maps are part of a strategic document and do not include RC/SAFEP.
For location overview see:
Policy Area Map no.11
or
Melway map no.120 ref B5
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For location overview see:
Policy Area Map no.12
or
Melway map no.52 ref J8
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For location overview see:
Policy Area Map no.12
or
Melway map no. 52 ref G 11
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For location overview see:
Policy Area Map no. 12
or
Melway map no. 120 ref D7
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For location overview see:
Policy Area Map no.12,13
or
Melway map no. 66  ref
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For location overview see:
Policy Area Map no.12
or
Melway map no.66  ref K9

For location overview see:
Policy Area Map no. 13
or
Melway map no. 75  ref K1
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For location overview see:
Policy Area Map no. 13
or
Melway map no. 75 ref C4
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Policy Area Map no. 13
or
Melway map no. 75 ref C11
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For location overview see:
Policy Area Map no. 13
or
Melway map no. 75 ref F7
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MAP SERIES 12: SPECIAL STUDY AREAS